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Abstract
Industrial steady-flow chemical processes are generally organised as a sequence of individually optimised operations. How-
ever, this may not achieve overall optimization since material (as recycle), heat and work transfers overall may not be well 
balanced. We introduce the idea of a preliminary overall thermodynamic balance to produce a reversible process, with the 
objective of minimising, for both economic and environmental reasons, the quality and quantity of energy used. This balance 
may later require adjustment to account for the realities of available materials and equipment. For this purpose, we introduce 
(i) a Carnot temperature, TCarnot, by which a Carnot machine (an engine which can operate as either a heat pump or a turbine) 
can supply the required heat at the correct temperature for a process to operate reversibly, that is with least energy, and (ii) 
the GH Diagram on which Carnot temperature-based processes are plotted in ∆G–∆H space. We demonstrate the utility of 
this analysis by simple application to the Haber–Bosch process for ammonia synthesis and by a sequence of operations for 
the synthesis of methanol. We also briefly introduce the state function exergy, which uses the natural environment as the 
reference base for energy in place of pure elements under standard conditions.

Keywords Reversible · Carnot temperature · Energy · Exergy

Introduction

There is increasing need to minimise the use of energy, par-
ticularly high-quality (that is, high temperature) energy, in 
industrial production, arising from both economic and envi-
ronmental concerns. Since much of the energy used in indus-
try is provided by the combustion of fossil fuels, a reduction 
in energy use will also reduce production of the ‘greenhouse 

gas’ carbon dioxide with its contribution to global warming. 
In thermodynamic terms, optimum processes—those requir-
ing least energy—are performed under reversible conditions 
[1, 2]. In this paper, we consider the generalised thermody-
namics of industrial production and show how production 
may be optimised towards reversibility by judicious applica-
tion of material transfers, heat transfers and performances 
of work. This method contrasts with standard engineering 
practice where the individual pieces of equipment are opti-
mised and then combined to create the complete process, 
which may then not be optimal.

The central argument in this paper is that for a process, 
however complicated, G of a stream represents its potential to 
do work. Thus, G of the feed material at a selected state (here 
chosen for convenience to be ambient conditions) represents 
the maximum work potential of the feed to do work relative 
to the selected state. An analogy is water flowing down a 
hill, which has potential energy; if one does not convert this 
potential to work, say in a turbine as the water flows down 
to the standard state (sea level in this case), this work is lost 
forever. It is, in fact, no accident that μ (Gibbs energy per 
mole) of a substance is referred to as its chemical potential 
and thus ΣμiNi represents the chemical potential of the feed.
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Bejan [3, 4] has developed the Entropy Generation Mini-
misation (EGM) technique while others, such as Chen and 
colleagues [5], in a series of papers, have taken the EGM 
approach further. EGM is thermodynamically equivalent to 
the GH method (GHM) which we present in this paper.

The essence of the entropy minimization procedure EGM 
is that it deals with the ‘universe’ of the process, that is, 
the isolated system together with its thermodynamically 
involved surroundings. In order to avoid this intricate rela-
tionship, classical chemical thermodynamics introduces a 
new state function, G (= H – TS), which relates to the prop-
erties of the system only while incorporating the effects of 
the surroundings, and thus reduces the complexity of ther-
modynamic considerations. There are thus certain advan-
tages to the GHM over the EGM, since GHM removes the 
need to consider the surroundings explicitly as its effects are 
incorporated into the thermodynamic equations. G and H are 
associated with Work and Heat, respectively, concepts that 
are more intuitive than Entropy, S.

Importantly, the GHM considers the process as a whole, 
not the individual parts, and thus can predict recycles of 
work, heat and materials required to render the process as 
reversible as possible. Furthermore, this analysis can be con-
structed on a two-dimensional graph no matter how com-
plex the process, that is, a flowsheet can be developed for 
a complete process [14], as seen for example below for the 
methanol synthesis process. Thus, we have a method for 
generating flowsheet designs from scratch rather than the 
traditional method of evolution from older flowsheets.

In this paper we use the term Carnot machine, which is 
defined [6] as an engine based on a reversible Carnot cycle 
in which we either recover the work potential from high-
temperature heat, rejecting it at ambient conditions, or take 
heat at ambient conditions and add work to produce high-
temperature heat.

Thus, ΔG between products and feed represents the work 
potential that can potentially be recovered in the process. 
If this value is less than zero, and we do not design the 
process to recover this potential work as in the example of 
water flowing downhill with no work recovery, we have lost 
this work potential forever. By contrast, this paper is about 
designing processes that can recover this work potential 
before it is lost. We specifically refer to steady-flow pro-
cesses where the overall Process Box (invoked below) is, 
in fact, a condensed flowsheet made up from possibly many 
individual processes performed in separate units/pieces of 
equipment, in which we attempt to make the G of the prod-
ucts, including any work we extract from or contribute to 
the process, as close as possible to the feed G. In the case 
where the two are equal, the process is reversible and that is 
the thermodynamically best that can be done.

In an earlier paper, Glasser [7] introduced the van’t 
Hoff Reaction Box as a descriptive model of an overall 

chemical process, whereby reactants are introduced into 
the box, each under their individual prescribed condi-
tions, and products are removed, also each under their 
individual prescribed conditions, resulting in thermody-
namic changes overall, while no enquiry is made as to the 
processes occurring or equipment used within the confines 
of the box. This equipment may consist of pumps to gen-
erate pressure and produce isentropic flow, heat baths to 
control temperature, material recycling to increase output, 
distillation columns or condensers to separate materials, 
and so forth.

Where reactants enter and products leave as pure com-
ponents, each under standard conditions of ambient tem-
perature and pressure, the net changes are described by 
thermodynamic state functions:

Figure 1 extends the simple van’t Hoff Reaction Box 
model by introducing a Carnot machine, thus incorporat-
ing the effects of heat transfer and work performance. We 
introduce the term “Process Box” to refer to this enhanced 
system.

(1)
ΔrX

0 =
∑

(

X0
products

− X0
reactants

)

where X0 = G0, H0, S0.

Fig. 1  A Process Box for an exothermic process where heat, Qh, is 
rejected at a single (high) temperature, Th, and with changes in ther-
modynamic properties, ΔrX, resulting from the process occurring 
within the box. The work, W, associated with the heat rejected by the 
process can be quantified by converting this heat to work in a ‘virtual’ 
Carnot machine as depicted. T0 and p0 are ambient temperature and 
pressure
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In order for a process to be considered thermodynamically 
reversible, work done, W, in a process needs to be equivalent 
to the Gibbs energy change, ∆G, as is most readily seen in 
a reversible electrochemical cell. In most processes, W does 
not equal ∆G. These processes can and do function, they 
just do not function reversibly. The goal of the ideas dis-
cussed in this manuscript is to make processes more revers-
ible. We do that by examining the Gibbs Energy discrepancy 
between outputs and inputs. G represents the ability to do 
work. Should G of the products be less than those of the feed 
then useful work will be lost forever unless we take it out of 
the process. Conversely, if G of the products is greater than 
those of the feed, we need to provide this deficit work to 
the process otherwise it cannot function. Clearly, any work 
transfers should be performed as efficiently as possible.

The fundamental equation of thermodynamics [8]

shows that G can be changed by heat transfer over a tempera-
ture difference, or by altering the applied pressure, p, or by 
changing the chemical potential sum by mixing or separating 
chemical components.

In the following preliminary analysis stage, we 
address only the first term in the fundamental equation of 
thermodynamics,—SdT, by considering how temperature 
differences alone may be used to influence the thermody-
namics of a chemical process. Here we consider that heat 
may carry the potential to do work by virtue of its tem-
perature. High-temperature heat is more useful than low-
temperature heat in terms of the quantity of work that can 
be extracted from the same quantity of heat. In a subsequent 
section, we consider how an otherwise impractical process 
can be made to operate by dividing it into practical steps. 
This may also be accomplished by using other sources of 
work such as pressure–volume or electrical energy but, in 
this paper, we will focus on heat.

Inducing reversibility in a chemical process 
with heat

The optimum chemical process, requiring the least work, is a 
reversible one; we wish to consider how the transfer of heat 
to or from a process may induce reversibility by supplying 
or generating the required work.

According to the Carnot principle [9], a quantity of heat 
Qh at a (high) temperature, Th, has the potential to generate 
work, Wheat, (by definition, the maximum potential work is 
the Gibbs energy change, ΔG) when the heat is transferred to 
a reservoir at lower temperature, T0 (see Fig. 1). The maxi-
mum potential work is quantified by

(2)dG = −SdT + Vdp +
∑

i

�idNi,

(3)Wheat = ΔheatG = Qh

(

1 − T0∕Th
)

.

If heat transfer is the only thermodynamic factor involved, 
then

In order that the overall process for an exothermic reaction 
in the Process Box be reversible, by using heat alone, Wheat, 
from the heat transfer must exactly match the maximum poten-
tial work produced by the reaction ΔrG0:

In other words: in order for an exothermic process to be 
reversible, all of the potential work in the process (∆rG0) must 
be recovered as real work (Wheat). In this case, the exother-
mic process is the hot reservoir of the virtual Carnot machine, 
while the environment is the cold reservoir.

As can be seen from Eq. (3), taken together with Eq. (5), 
for a process to be reversible, resulting in full recovery of 
the potential work, Wheat, while using a specific quantity of 
heat alone, Qh (the − SdT term), can only be accomplished 
if Th is set at a specific temperature relative to T0, which we 
term TCarnot [10, 11], defined in Eq. (7) below. (Note that this 
definition differs from an earlier independent definition [12], 
� = 1 − T∕T0.)

If Th is smaller than TCarnot, the work being carried with 
the heat will be less than the maximum potential work that 
the process could have produced, resulting in lost work and 
irreversibility, that is Wheat is negative as is the overall G for 
the process. However, if Th is larger than TCarnot the work (that 
is, ΔrG0) required for the process to be feasible is greater than 
the process is capable of producing. Hence, the overall process 
will not be able to function since the overall G for the process 
would be positive.

For the case of an endothermic process, the directions of 
the arrows in Fig. 1 are reversed. The Carnot machine oper-
ates in the reverse direction, using an input of work to move 
heat against the temperature gradient. If the process tempera-
ture is below TCarnot, the heat will not carry enough work into 
the process and the process will be unable to operate. If the 
process temperature is above TCarnot, the heat will carry more 
work into the process than is actually needed. The process will 
operate but this excess work will be lost, often in undesirable 
side reactions.

In summary, to produce a reversible process in a Process 
Box, by provision of heat alone, work must be transferred at 
the temperature TCarnot, while Q = ∆rH, so that

The requirements to achieve reversibility: 
GH diagrams and TCarnot

From the above relation, it follows that

(4)ΔheatG = ΔH
(

1 − T0∕Th
)

= T0
(

ΔS − ΔH∕Th
)

.

(5)Wheat = ΔheatG = ΔrG
0.

(6)Wheat = ΔrG
0 = ΔrH

0
(

1 − T0∕TCarnot
)

.
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This function may be plotted (Fig. 2) as a three-dimen-
sional diagram.

(7)TCarnot = T0∕
(

1 − ΔrG
0∕ΔrH

0
)

.

GH diagram

In order to more easily analyse processes, we use Fig. 3, 
which is a projection of Fig. 2, based upon an environmen-
tal temperature, T0, of 298.15 K. Our discussion is based 
upon that of Sempuga et al. [13]. It is worth noting that the 
diagonal lines in the diagram represent |∆G| = |∆H|. Since 
∆G = ∆H − T∆S, points off the diagonal lines represent con-
ditions of positive or negative entropy contribution, as the 
case may be. In the following discussion, we assume that 
∆H and ∆S are independent of temperature and pressure.

Region 1: endothermic processes which require 
both heat and work

Region 1 represents processes within the Process Box which 
require both heat (are endothermic, having positive ∆rH0) 
and work (with positive ∆rG0) to be supplied in order to be 
rendered reversible. A Carnot machine working at TCarnot 
may provide this resource, where TCarnot may vary in Region 
1A (and 3A) from ambient temperature, T0, to infinity. We 
exemplify this with the reverse water–gas shift reaction 
(RWGS):

where, at T0 and p0

(8)CO2 + H2 → CO + H2O,

(9)
ΔrG

0 = 28.52 kJ mol
−1
;ΔrH

0 = 28.52 kJ mol
−1
;

ΔrG
0∕ΔrH

0 = 0.69.

Fig. 2  A three-dimensional representation of 
TCarnot = T0∕(1 − ΔG∕ΔH) as a function of ΔG and ΔH. The radial 
black lines, with constant ratios ΔG/ΔH, represent constant values of 
TCarnot, with the sections lying below the exposed surface shown dot-
ted. TCarnot tends to infinity as ΔG/ΔH → + 1, while attaining impos-
sible negative absolute temperatures in the white regions, when ΔG/
ΔH > 1. Note: TCarnot reaches towards both negative and positive 
infinity as ΔG/ΔH → + 1 but, for convenience and clarity in the Fig-
ure, only the negative extreme is shown for the negative ΔG, ΔH pair, 
and only the positive extreme is shown for the positive ΔG, ΔH pair

Fig. 3  GH diagram [13, 14] of 
ΔG versus ΔH, highlighting 
the Carnot temperature (TCarnot) 
regions. Constant Carnot tem-
peratures lie along radial lines, 
with the specific Carnot temper-
atures for an ambient tempera-
ture T0 = 298.15 K listed outside 
the diagram edges. Regions 
1A and 3A are within common 
operational temperature ranges; 
regions 1B and 3B require 
negative absolute temperatures, 
TCarnot, and are thus inaccessible 
to optimization by heat alone, 
while regions 2 and 4 require 
refrigeration for optimization. 
The line RGWS represents 
the reverse water–gas reac-
tion, Eq. (8), while line DWS 
represents Eq. (9). The diagram 
is adapted from Sempuga et al. 
[14]. Copyright 2010 American 
Chemical Society
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With these values for ΔrH0 and ΔrG0, and a reservoir 
temperature T0 = 298.15 K, TCarnot = 971 K (cf. Eqs. 1 or 2).

A process in Regions 1B and 3B, where ΔrG/ΔrH > 1, 
requires TCarnot to have an impossible negative absolute tem-
perature value. Thus, a Carnot heat engine alone cannot sat-
isfy the requirements to generate a reversible process within 
these Regions; however, alternative means of providing the 
required work input are available, such as pressure–volume 
work or electrochemical work.

Region 2: exothermic processes which reject heat 
and require work

Since the processes in Region 2 supply heat, this must be 
removed in a refrigeration process. The work involved is that 
which is required to remove that heat. Region 2B has TCarnot 
between T0/2 and T0, which is the more economical refrig-
eration regime, while Region 2A has TCarnot between 0 K 
and T0/2 and is thus likely to be infeasible for practical use.

Region 3: exothermic processes which reject 
both heat and work

While Region 3B is unavailable to generate reversible pro-
cesses because negative temperatures are forbidden, Region 
3A is advantageous because the heat produced in the revers-
ible process may be used to generate useful work. An exam-
ple of this process is the dehydration of methanol to form 
dimethyl ether (DME):

where

This process may be made reversible with TCarnot = 983 K.

Region 4: endothermic processes which require heat 
and reject work

Processes in Region 4 operate at sub-ambient temperatures. The 
heat required for the process is drawn from the environment, 
while the work from the process assists in promoting the heat 
transfer from sub-ambient to ambient temperature when using 
an appropriate TCarnot to render the overall process reversible.

Irreversible processes

If a process is performed reversibly, there is no entropy gen-
eration. On the other hand, if heat is added or removed at a 

(10)2CH3OH → CH3OCH3 + H2O,

(11)
ΔrG

o = −16.75 kJ mol
−1
; ΔrH

o = −24.05 kJ mol
−1
;

ΔrG
o∕ΔrH

o = 0.70.

temperature T other than TCarnot, then the process is irrevers-
ible, entropy is generated, and Eq. 6 becomes

By difference between Eq.  11 and 6, we obtain the 
entropy generation

If the work lost, Wlost, is positive then the process is pro-
ducing work which cannot be recovered; conversely, if Wlost 
is negative, then work must be supplied in order for the pro-
cess to progress. Positive Wlost implies that the Gibbs energy 
of the process is increased so that, in the GH diagram, the 
operating temperature lies above the reversible TCarnot tem-
perature, while negative Wlost implies a reduction in Gibbs 
energy with an operating temperature below the reversible 
temperature.

The ammonia process as an example

We will examine the Haber–Bosch process for the produc-
tion of ammonia [7] as an appropriate example of the appli-
cation of the principles considered in this analysis:

Using this thermodynamic data, which lies in region 3A 
of the GH diagram, TCarnot = 464 K (190.8 °C). The reaction 
is exothermic and produces work. However, reaction at this 
temperature would be too slow, and production in industry 
is performed over an iron catalyst at temperatures from 350 
to 500 °C.

A consequence of carrying out an exothermic reaction at 
a temperature higher than its Carnot temperature is that the 
Carnot machine is attempting to extract more work from the 
reaction than the reaction is actually capable of providing. 
At a temperature of 500 °C, (773 K) this work deficit [13] 
is 11.80 kJ mol−1.

For this reaction system to function, this deficit in work 
needs to be compensated in some manner. Since the reaction 
involves a reduction in the number of gas molecules, from 
two to one, an increase in pressure forces reaction to product 
by Le Chatelier’s Principle. The required extra work is sup-
plied by applying pressure of about 200 atm to the system. It 
is important to note that the increase in pressure is required 
because of the change in process temperature (see Fig. 4).

(12)
Wheat ≡ ΔrG(T0, p0) + T0Sgenerated = ΔrH(T0, p0)(1 − T0∕T).

(13)Wlost = T0Sgenerated = ΔrH(T0, p0)
(

1∕TCarnot − 1∕T
)

.

(14)1∕2 N2(g) + 3∕2 H2(g) → NH3(g)

(15)
ΔrG

0 = −16.40 kJ mol
−1
; ΔrH

0 = −45.90 kJ mol
−1
;

ΔrG
0∕ΔrH

0 = 0.36.
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Returning to the fundamental equation of thermodynam-
ics, compensating for a work deficit using pressure is how 
the second term, Vdp, is used to maintain the reversibility 
of the process.

It is common practice in catalyst manufacture to design 
the catalyst for maximum activity, which generally means 
higher temperature.

The reversible isothermal work for an ideal gas is

With n = 1, T0 = 298 K, and pi = 1 atm, pf = 200 atm

This matches the required work of − 11.80 kJ mol−1 very 
closely.

A reversible complex process

There are often processes which cannot be run by some sim-
ple step plus Carnot machine as illustrated above, such as 
those operating in Regions 1B or 3B which would require 
unattainable negative Carnot temperatures. However, by 
dividing the simple process into two (or more) processes, 
the first of which can reversibly accept heat at a high Carnot 
temperature, Th, and the second return the heat reversibly at 
a low Carnot temperature, Tl, the process overall becomes 
reversible. We illustrate such a complex process with the 
following example [13].

The process of producing methanol from methane, carbon 
dioxide and water has the following thermodynamics:

(16)Wshaft = nRT0 ln
(

pf∕pi
)

,

(17)
W = −8.314 × 298 × ln (200∕1)∕1000 = −13.1 kJ mol−1.

(18)
3∕4 CH4(g) + 1∕4 CO2(g) + 1∕2 H2O(l) → CH3OH(l)

(19)
ΔrG

0 = 88.73 kJ mol
−1
; ΔrH

0 = 58.52 kJ mol
−1
;

ΔrG
0∕ΔrH

0 = 1.52.

For this process, TCarnot has the unattainable value of 
− 577.5 K.

Instead, an intermediate reversible process is pro-
posed, making syngas (CO + 2H2), with the feasible 
TCarnot = 808.8 K.

The syngas may then be converted reversibly to methanol 
at the feasible  TCarnot = 385.6 K.

Adding the two separate reactions each at (T0, p0) together 
corresponds to the single combined process. This can be 
treated as a vector addition on the GH diagram, where the 
overall single step is the resultant vector. This is illustrated 
in Fig. 5.

This vector addition is entirely analogous to the connec-
tion of two Process Boxes, as previously depicted in Fig. 1 
and illustrated in Fig. 6

Overall, this system remains situated in an “inaccessible” 
region of the GH-diagram. This demonstrates that by cou-
pling multiple reactions (as is well acknowledged in stand-
ard thermodynamic situations [15]) it is possible to move 
a process into regions that were previously out of bounds.

It should be noted that the procedure for reversible pro-
cess design requires complex engineering with its own eco-
nomic and environmental consequences in terms of equip-
ment, heat transfer processes, and issues of control and so 
cannot lightly be contemplated. Research has been under-
taken to achieve the design of reversible processes [16, 17] 
using a single two-dimensional G–H diagram as previously 
stated and as illustrated in Fig. 5. This can be accomplished 
no matter how complex the overall process.

Exergy analysis: an aside

A reference base must be selected in order to have a meas-
ure of a quantity with an undefined zero such as altitude; 
for altitude, one refers to height above mean sea level 
(itself a somewhat ambiguous quantity). Once so defined, 
altitudes may be compared against this reference. In chem-
ical thermodynamics, the choice of base for the enthalpy 

(20)
3∕4 CH4(g) + 1∕4 CO2(g) + 1∕2 H2O(l) → CO(g) + 2 H2(g)

(21)
ΔrG

0 = 118.0 kJ mol
−1
; ΔrH

0 = 186.9 kJ mol
−1
;

ΔrG
0∕ΔrH

0 = 0.63.

(22)CO(g) + 2H2(g) → CH3OH(l)

(23)
ΔrG

0 = −29.07 kJ mol
−1
; ΔrH

0 = −128.2 kJ mol
−1
;

ΔrG
0∕ΔrH

0 = 0.23.

Fig. 4  The minimum pressure required in order to generate the 
reversible work needed to compensate for the increased cata-
lyst temperature in the Haber–Bosch ammonia synthesis process. 
p = exp(Wdeficit/RT), where Wdeficit = 16.40 – 45.9(1-T0/T). In practice, 
a pressure of 200 atm is applied with ~ T = 770 K
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of materials is that each pure element in its reference phase 
(such as gas, liquid, or solid) under standard conditions of 
temperature (298.15 K) and pressure (1 bar) is assigned 
a value of zero. This definition involves multiple material 
references (that is, every element has its own zero), but is 
acceptable because the elements cannot be inter-converted 
under chemically relevant conditions.

With this reference established, we are able to compare 
materials and calculate the enthalpy changes in chemical 
processes. Furthermore, combining enthalpy changes with 
entropy changes, we are able to calculate Gibbs energy 
changes, which also presents us with values for work trans-
fers, deficits or surpluses, as in the discussion above. The 

Gibbs energy is a state function, independent of whether 
the overall process is performed reversibly or irreversibly.

When considering a chemical process for minimum work 
loss, the standard enthalpy reference selected may not always 
be the most useful since the pure element does not gener-
ally exist in its native form. Instead, an alternative choice 
for reference is the condition of the element as it exists in 
nature. For example, dry air consists of 20.9 vol% of oxygen, 
so pure oxygen in contact with air requires the provision of 
energy in order to maintain the separation. Instead, using 
as reference the state of each element in nature, we obtain 
a new Gibbs energy, the exergy [6, 18–21]. Lists of exergy 
values for the elements in their reference state are available 

Fig. 5  Vector addition of two 
reversible reactions with the 
resultant producing a process 
that is located in a previously 
unachievable region. Note that 
the balance of masses permits 
the dashed vector to be moved 
from the origin and summed 
with the first reaction vector

Fig. 6  A combination of two 
Process Boxes. The Car-
not machine on the second 
(exothermic) process pro-
duces work, made reversible 
at TCarnot = 385.6 K, which is 
then used to power a Carnot 
machine connected to the first 
(endothermic) process. This 
Carnot machine upgrades 
energy from the reservoir to 
render the process reversible, 
by increasing the temperature 
of the heat transfer from T0 up 
to TCarnot = 808.8 K. The nett 
heat supplied to the process is 
88.9 kJ/mol
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[22, 23]. This may be used in the chemical engineering field 
when it better represents the work changes in chemical pro-
cesses which involve materials in their natural states, such 
as the use of air to provide oxygen, or where the materials 
are not under ambient conditions of temperature and pres-
sure [24]. However, where purified materials are used under 
ambient conditions, there is no advantage in use of exergy 
rather than Gibbs energy. It should also be clear that exergy 
does not represent any change in equilibrium conditions. 
The software program “HSC Chemistry” contains an Exergy 
Balance Module [25], illustrated in Fig. 7.

The use of exergy in process optimization is not standard 
practice for either process design or process retrofit. Most 
research in this field focuses rather on other highly complex 
techniques, involving approaches such as Multiple Integer 
Non-Linear Programming (MINLP) [26], which effectively 
attempt to find the optimum in n dimensions. While power-
ful, the adoption of these techniques outside of academia has 
been slow, perhaps partly due to the high level of complexity 
involved.

Conclusions

It is suggested that industrial processes can usefully be con-
sidered for preliminary optimisation of their overall ther-
modynamics by appropriate reversible heat and work trans-
fers, where GH–diagrams (such as Figs. 3, 5) provide useful 
guides to the management of such optimisation.

The choice of catalyst and operating temperature is 
normally made before the process is designed in detail; 
however, these early stage decisions are probably the most 
important in determining the reversibility of the processes 
and hence the environmental impact of the process. It is thus 
very important that there are easy methods that require only 
readily available data, such as thermodynamic data, in order 

to optimise the process at the earliest possible stage in the 
process development. The optimised processes will certainly 
require modification to allow for the realities of available 
materials and equipment.

There is an opportunity for students to be introduced to 
these topics in the course of their normal study of thermo-
dynamics. Chemists involved in developing industrial pro-
cesses may simplify the task of chemical engineers by pro-
viding optimised procedures as starting points for industrial 
development.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Crea-
tive Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (http://creat iveco 
mmons .org/licen ses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribu-
tion, and reproduction in any medium, provided you give appropriate 
credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the 
Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.
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